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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, the problem of H1 model reduction for a class of discrete-time Markov jump nonlinear
systems with time-varying delays is investigated. Based on the Lyapunov–Krasovskii functional method,
sufficient stability conditions in terms of strict LMIs are derived for the model error system. Projection
approach is employed to construct a reduced-order model such that the model error system is
asymptotically stable and preserves a guaranteed H1 performance. A numerical example is presented
to illustrate the effectiveness of the developed theoretical results and to make comparisons among
systems with different structures and parameters.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Changes in structures or parameters of physical systems caused
by random failures, environmental factors and sudden abruptiones
are pervasive. In some circumstances, the original mathematical
models with fixed structure are not capable of approximating
these systems with variations [1]. To combat this problem,
stochastic hybrid systems including Markov jump systems (MJSs)
and switched systems [2] have been widely used to describe such
physical systems with variations. MJSs, as an important class of
hybrid systems, have become a frequently investigated topic.
Normally, an MJS that involves both time-evolving and event-
driven mechanisms consists of two parts: system differential
equations and a Markov process. In order to describe the changes
of the physical system, an MJS is able to transit from one mode
abruptly to another mode in any operation point, and the transi-
tion process is dominated by a Markov process [3,4]. A wide range
of constructive studies on state estimation, filtering, control and
other aspects are referred to [5–8] , and the references therein.

Currently, problems on nonlinear systems constitute a signifi-
cant focus in control areas. Fruitful results have been obtained on
control and other issues for nonlinear systems, e.g. [9–11],
whereas less attention has been paid to Markov jump nonlinear
systems since the difficulties with respect to the complex non-
linear dynamics of the systems can be hardly handled. Fortunately,
the methods based on Takagi–Sugeno (T–S) fuzzy model have
been demonstrated to be effective and powerful techniques in
terms of addressing the complex nonlinearity problems [12,13].
T–S fuzzy models are able to approximate any smooth nonlinear
systems with any desired accuracy on a compact set [14,15]. This
kind of fuzzy model is described by a set of fuzzy IF–THEN rules
that represent local linear input–output relations of the system,
and then the entire fuzzy model is able to be obtained by smoothly
blending the local models with membership functions [1]. So far,
T–S fuzzy model has presented excellent performance on facilitat-
ing stability analysis and controller design [16], thus has become a
very popular research topic. Some representative results on the
stability analysis and controllability of T–S fuzzy systems are
reported in [16–18], and the references therein.

Because of the aforementioned advantages in terms of combat-
ing nonlinear problems, T–S fuzzy models have been successfully
introduced to approximate Markov jump nonlinear systems, and
the synthesized systems are called fuzzy Markov jump systems
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(FMJSs). The problems with respect to stability analysis and
stabilization for discrete-time FMJSs with time delays were stu-
died in [19,20]. The robust output feedback stabilization for FMJSs
with time delays was reported in [19], an H1 technique on
controller design was reported in [21], stabilization of FMJSs
considering continuous-time and discrete-time conditions was
introduced in [1,22].

On the other hand, it should be pointed out that time delays are
inherent features in many physical systems. The existence of time
delays may lead to undesirable performances or even instability
for the systems. Therefore, it is sometimes idealized to conduct
analysis for FMJSs without considering time delays, especially for
some practical systems like manufacturing systems, economic
systems and communication systems. By extending original sys-
tem models to the corresponding improved time-delay models, a
wide range of results on relevant issues have been reported in
[23–26], etc. In the existing results considering time delays,
effective methods based on both delay-independent and delay-
dependent cases have been proposed to handle the problems of
stability analysis, stabilization and controller design for different
kinds of hybrid systems [27–29]. It is also noticed that some delay-
independent results are based on the assumption that the time
delay is a constant, which is easy for analysis but unrealistic in
practical systems. Although delay-independent results are proved
to be effective for certain problems, it is generally acknowledged
that delay-dependent results tend to be less conservative than
delay-independent ones, since delay-independent analysis is not
able to comprehensively handle the systems whose inherent
features are closely associated with the length of the time delays
[27,19].

Moreover, physical systems in many engineering areas are
characterized by mathematical models with high or even infinite
orders, making it challenging and even impossible to conduct
analysis synthesis and simulation [30,31]. Hence, much effort and
attention has been devoted to obtaining a reduced-order model,
which has similar features with the original dynamic system and is
able to approximate the original systemwith relatively small error.
So far, several effective model reduction techniques have been
proposed for different dynamic systems. To name a few, l2� l1
model reduction issue for switched LPV systems has been pro-
posed and well addressed in [31]. In [32], an improved model
reduction method based on balanced truncation was proposed and
verified. LMI-based model reduction approaches for Markov jump
systems, switched systems and fuzzy systems were reported in
[33–35,31]. Surprisingly, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
related work for FMJSs with time-varying delays can be rarely
found although model reduction is playing a vital importance role
in the process of stability analysis and control system design for
FMJSs. This fact motivates us to study the model order reduction of
the FMJSs with time-varying time delays.

In this paper, we consider the problem of H1 model reduction
for discrete-time FMJSs with time-varying delays using a piece-
wise Lyapunov–Krasovskii functional (PLKF). Since the conserva-
tiveness of the results will be high when employing common
Lyapunov functions and delay-independent Lyapunov–Krasovskii
functions, we aim to obtain less conservative results by introdu-
cing a delay-dependent PLKF candidate when doing stability
analysis. Sufficient stability conditions with H1 performance index
of the error system are obtained in the form of LMIs. Then, the
projection approach is employed to obtain solvability conditions
and the corresponding solutions to the parameters of the reduced-
order system model. As the conditions based on the projection
approach are given in the form of LMIs with a non-convex
constraint, cone complementary linearization (CCL) algorithm is
introduced to address the sequential minimization problem. Also,
reduced-order model with a special structure, i.e. a delay-free case,

is investigated. Finally, numerical examples are presented as the
verification of the proposed methods.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
formulation of the problem and preliminaries are presented in
Section 2. Main results on H1 model order reduction of FMJSs are
given in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation results are used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, while
conclusion of the paper is drawn in Section 5.

Notation: The notation used throughout this paper is fairly
standard. The superscript “T” denotes matrix transposition, while
“�1” indicates matrix inverse.Rn denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean
space. The notation for the symmetric matrix P40 means that P is
positive definite. I and 0 represent, respectively, the identity matrix and
zero matrix. In symmetric block matrices or complex matrix expres-
sions, the symbol “n” is constantly introduced to serve as an ellipsis for
the terms that are described by symmetry, while diagf…g stands for a
block-diagonal matrix. J � J denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector
and its induced norm of a matrix. J � J2 stands for the typical l2½0;1Þ
norm, which is regarded as the space of square-summable infinite
sequences. For u¼ uðkÞA l2½0;1Þ , the norm is calculated by
JuðkÞJ2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP1
0 uT ðkÞuðkÞ

p
. Similarly, for e¼ eðkÞA l2½0;1Þ; JeðkÞJ2

is described by JeðkÞJ2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP1

0 eT ðkÞeðkÞ
p

. For a matrix UARm�n with
rank k, we denote U? as the orthogonal complement, which is possibly
non-unique, such that U?U ¼ 0. Uþ is defined as the Moore–Penrose
inverse of the U, and UL, UR are defined as any full rank factors of U, i.e.
ULUR ¼U. For a matrix (Ω, ϝ, Pr) is a probability space – Ω is the
sample space, ϝ is the algebra of events, and Pr is defined as the
probability to be measured.

2. Problem formulation and preliminaries

2.1. Physical Plant

The Markov jump nonlinear systems (MJNSs) considered in this
paper are assumed to be over the probability space (Ω, ϝ, Pr). Then
we introduce T–S fuzzy model that is eligible to approximate the
nonlinearity of the MJNSs to describe the MJNSs. For each mode rk
of the discrete-time MJNSs with uncertain time delay, the fuzzy
model can be described as follows:

Plant rule i: IF s1ðkÞ is μi1 and s2ðkÞ is μi2 and … and shðkÞ is μih,
THEN

xðkþ1Þ ¼ AiðrkÞxðkÞþAdiðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþBiðrkÞuðkÞ
yðkÞ ¼ CiðrkÞxðkÞþCdiðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþDiðrkÞuðkÞ

(
ð1Þ

where iAS¼ 1;2;…;wf g; w is the number of IF–THEN rules; μi1,
μi2, …, μih are called the fuzzy sets; s1ðkÞ, s2ðkÞ,…, shðkÞ are the
premise variables, and it is assumed that the premised variables
do not depend on the input u(k) explicitly. AiðrkÞ, AdiðrkÞ, BiðrkÞ,
CiðrkÞ, CdiðrkÞ, DiðrkÞ are constant system matrices with appropriate
dimensions and denote different modes of the system. rk

� �
is a

discrete-time Markov process that takes values in a finite set
T¼ 1;2;…; g

� �
with mode transition probability matrix

Ψ ¼ πlm
� �

that is listed as follows:

πlm ¼ Prðrkþ1 ¼mj rk ¼ lÞ
where πlm represents the transition probability from mode l at
time k to mode m at time kþ1, for all lAT, mAT, πlmZ0 andPg

m ¼ 1 πlm ¼ 1. xðkÞARn is the state vector, uðkÞARp which belongs
to l2 0;1½ Þ is the input; yðkÞARq is the measured output; d(k),
which is defined as the unknown time delay, is a positive integer
satisfying

dmodðkÞrdM

where dmZ0 and dM40 are the lower bound and upper bound of
system time delay, respectively.
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For notational convenience, in the remained sections of this
paper, for rðkÞ ¼ l, lAT, we denote the systems matrices which are
associated with the lth mode by Ail ¼ AiðrkÞ, Ad;il ¼ AdiðrkÞ,
Bil ¼ BiðrkÞ, Cil ¼ CiðrkÞ, Cd;il ¼ CdiðrkÞ, Dil ¼DiðrkÞ.

As mentioned, the premise variables are assumed to be
independent on the input variables u(k). Then if given a pair of
(x(k), u(k)), for any rðkÞ ¼ l, lAT, the final model of the fuzzy
Markov jump system in (1) can be represented as follows:

xðkþ1Þ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ AilxðkÞþAdiðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþBiluðkÞ

� �
yðkÞ ¼ P

i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ CilxðkÞþCdiðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþDiluðkÞ

� �
8>>><
>>>:

ð2Þ

where

hiðsðkÞÞ ¼
viðsðkÞÞPw

i ¼ 1 viðsðkÞÞ
; viðsðkÞÞ ¼ ∏

h

f ¼ 1
μif ðsf ðkÞÞ

In the above equations, hiðsðkÞÞ is the fuzzy basis function,
μif ðsf ðkÞÞ is the grade membership of sf(k) in μif . It is assumed
viðsðkÞÞZ0 and

Pw
i ¼ 1 viðsðkÞÞ40 for all k, then we have hiðsðkÞÞZ0

and
Pw

i ¼ 1 hiðsðkÞÞ ¼ 1 for all k.
In this paper, our primary objective is to propose and effective

method that is able to precisely approximate the original system
(2) by an updated mathematical model with reduced order in
order to decrease the computational complexity and time. The
reduced-order model is considered to be with the following
structure:

x̂ðkþ1Þ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ Âilx̂ðkÞþ ÂdiðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþ B̂iluðkÞ

h i

ŷðkÞ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ Ĉ ilx̂ðkÞþ Ĉ diðrkÞxðk�dðkÞÞþD̂iluðkÞ

h i
8>>><
>>>:

ð3Þ

where x̂ðkÞARt is the state vector of the reduced-order system
with ton, Âil, Âd;il, B̂il, Ĉ il, Ĉ d;il and D̂il, for all lAT, are matrices
with appropriate dimensions that are compatible with the model
equations. These matrices in the reduced-order model will be
further determined by the model order reduction method.

By denoting ξðkÞ ¼ xT ðkÞ x̂T ðkÞ
h iT

, eðkÞ ¼ yðkÞ� ŷðkÞ, and aug-
menting the model of (2) to include (3), an error system is
presented as follows:

ξðkþ1Þ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ ~AilξðkÞþ ~Ad;ilξðk�dðkÞÞþ ~BiluðkÞ

h i

eðkÞ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ ~CilξðkÞþ ~Cd;ilξðk�dðkÞÞþ ~DiluðkÞ

h i
8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

where

~Ail ¼
Ail 0

0 Âil

" #
; ~Ad;il ¼

Ad;il 0

0 Âd;il

" #
; ~Bil ¼

Bil

B̂il

" #
;

~Cil ¼ Cil � Ĉ il

h i
; ~Cd;il ¼ Cd;il � Ĉ d;il

h i
; ~Dil ¼Dil�D̂il

Now, the problem formulation of the model order reduction issue
to be addressed in this paper is described as follows:

H1 model reduction for fuzzy Markov jump systems with time-
varying delays: Consider the model error system in (4). Given a
prescribed scalar γ40, the objective is to design an admissible
reduced-order model to accurately approximate the original sys-
tem with guaranteed performance in the H1 sense in the form of
(3), such that the following conditions hold:

(1) Stochastic stability: The model error system (4) is stochastically
stable in the mean square satisfying Definition 1.

(2) H1 performance: Under zero initial condition, the induced
norm of the mapping from the disturbance u(k) to the system
error e(k) is restricted to be strictly less than a prescribed
bound γ, i.e.

E
X
k ¼ 1

1
eT ðkÞeðkÞ

( )
oγ2

X
k ¼ 1

1
uT ðkÞuðkÞ

for any nonzero input uA l2 0;1½ Þ.

If the two conditions above are simultaneously satisfied, the
T–S fuzzy Markov system with time-varying delays is said to be
stochastically stable with a prescribed H1 performance index.

Before presenting our main results, we need to recall two
definitions that are of vital importance for the derivation.

Definition 1. The FMJSs with time delay in (4) are said to be
robustly stochastically stable with uðkÞ � 0, if for any initial condi-
tion x0ARn and sð0ÞAT, the following inequality holds:

lim
N-1

E
XN
k ¼ 1

ξT ðk; sð0ÞÞξðk; sð0ÞÞ
( )

o1

Definition 2. Given a scalar γ40, the FMJSs with time delay in (4)
are said to be stochastically stable and have an H1 model error
performance index γ if the systems are stochastically stable and
with all nonzero ukA l2½0;1Þ, the following inequality is satisfied:

E
X
k ¼ 1

1
eT ðkÞeðkÞ

( )
oγ2

X
k ¼ 1

1
uT ðkÞuðkÞ ð5Þ

Moreover, before finalizing this section, it is also necessary to
introduce the following lemmas that are useful and indispensable
for the proof process of our main results in the paper.

Lemma 1 (Petersen [36]). 8β40 and any real matrices M, N, the
following inequality holds:

MTNþNTMrβMTMþβ�1NTN

Lemma 2. For any positive integer c, and matrices Qv, Qr and S40,
wherer, vA 1;2;…; c½ �. Further, we define coefficients 0oero1 andPc

r ¼ 1 er ¼ 1, then the following inequality holds:

X
r ¼ 1

c

erQ
T
r S
X
v ¼ 1

c

evQvr
X
r ¼ 1

c

erQ
T
r SQr ð6Þ

Lemma 3 (Moon et al. [37]). Assume that aARna , bARnb and
N ARna�nb . Then for any matrices XARna�nb , YARna�nb , ZARna�nb

that satisfy X
n

Y
Z

� �
Z0, the following inequality holds:

a

b

� �T X Y�N

n Z

� �
a

b

� �
Z�2aTNb

Lemma 4 (Gahinet and Apkarian [38]). Assume W ¼WT ARt�t ,
UARt�y and VARz�t to be known matrices, and further assume that
rankðUÞot and rankðUÞot . Consider the problem on finding an
appropriate matrix η such that

WþUηVþ UηV
	 
T o0 ð7Þ

then (7) is admissible for η if and only if

U?WU?T o0; VT?WVT?T o0 ð8Þ
Furthermore, if (8) holds, all the solutions of η are given as

η¼ Uþ
R ΨV þ

L þΦ�Uþ
R URΦVLV

þ
L
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with

Ψ ¼ �Π �1UT
LΛV

T
R VRΛVT

R

� ��1
þΠ �1Ξ1=2L VRΛVT

R

� ��1=2

Λ¼ ULΠ
�1UT

L �W
� ��1

40

Ξ ¼Π�UT
L Λ�ΛVT

RðVRΛVT
R

� ��1
VRΛÞUL40

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
whereΦ,Π and L are matrices that have appropriate dimensions and
satisfy Π40 and JLJo0.

3. Main results

In this section, our objective is to present a sufficient stability
criterion with H1 performance for the error system (4), and then
to complete the model order reduction algorithm in terms of a set
of LMIs for the FMJSs with time-varying delays.

3.1. H1 performance analysis

Before presenting our main results, we should first carry out
the H1 performance analysis for the error system (4), which is
necessary for the main results.

Theorem 1. Take consideration of the error system (4). Given a
prescribed H1 performance γ40. If there exist matrices Q40,
X40, Z40, Pl40, lAT, and matrices Y l, satisfying

�λl 0 0 λl ~Ail λl ~Ad;il λl ~Bil

n �d�1
M Z 0 Zð ~Ail� IÞ Z ~Ad;il Z ~Bil

n n � I ~Cil
~Cd;il

~Dil

n n n μl �Yl 0
n n n n �Q 0
n n n n n �γ2I

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
o0 ð9Þ

X Yl

n Z
� �

Z0 ð10Þ

where

λl ¼
X
m ¼ 1

g

πlmPm; μl ¼ �PlþdMXþY lþYT
l þðdM�dmþ1ÞQ

then the error model system (4) is said to be asymptotically stable
with an H1 performance index γ.

Proof. Assume that

ηðzÞ ¼ ξðzþ1Þ�ξðzÞ ð11Þ

then we have

ξðk�dðkÞÞ ¼ ξðkÞ�
Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞ

Then the state vector in the error system (4) can be rewritten as

ξðkþ1Þ ¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞð ~Ailþ ~Ad;ilÞξðkÞ� ~Ad;il

Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞþ ~BiluðkÞ

In order to conduct the stability analysis, we construct the
following Lyapunov–Krasovskii Functions:

Vðk; rkÞ ¼ V1þV2þV3þV4

V1 ¼ ξT ðkÞPðrkÞξðkÞ

V2 ¼
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkÞ
ξT ðvÞQ ðvÞξðvÞ

V3 ¼
X�dm þ1

u ¼ �dM þ2

Xk�1

v ¼ kþu�1

ξT ðvÞQ ðvÞξðvÞ

V4 ¼
X�1

u ¼ �dM

Xk�1

v ¼ kþu

ηT ðvÞKTZðvÞKηðvÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Then, along the solution of (4), one has

ΔV1 ¼ ξT ðkþ1Þ
Xg
m ¼ 1

πlmPmξðkþ1Þ�ξT ðkÞPlξðkÞ

¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞHil

 !T

λl
X
j ¼ 1

w

hjðsðkÞÞHjl

0
@

1
A�ξT ðkÞPlξðkÞ

where

Hil ¼ ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �
ξðkÞ� ~Ad;il

Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞþ ~BiluðkÞ

and

λl ¼
X
m ¼ 1

g

πlmPm

Using Lemma 2, it is obvious that

ΔV1r
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞHT
ilλlHil�ξT ðkÞPlξðkÞ

¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞ HT
ilλlHil�ξT ðkÞPlξðkÞ

h i

¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞξT ðkÞ½ ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �T
λlð ~Ailþ ~Ad;ilÞ�Pl�ξðkÞ

þ
Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
�2ξT ðkÞ ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �T
λl ~Ad;ilηðzÞ

� �

þ ~Ad;il

Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞ

2
4

3
5
T

λl ~Ad;il

Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞ

2
4

3
5

þ2ξT ðkÞ ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �T
λl ~BiluðkÞ

�2 ~Ad;il

Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞ

2
4

3
5
T

λl ~BiluðkÞþuT ðkÞ ~BT
ilλl ~BiluðkÞ ð12Þ

In (4), the case l¼m shows that the Markov jump system at time
kþ1 stands at the same mode of time k. Otherwise, lam means that
the system jumps from mode l at time k to mode m at time kþ1.

Set a9ξðkÞ, b9ηðzÞ and N ¼ ð ~Ailþ ~Ad;ilÞTλl ~Ad;il in Lemma 3. So if
(9) in Theorem 1 holds, 8 iAS, 8ðl;mÞAT� T, we can obtain the
following inequality:

Xw
i ¼ 1

hiðsðkÞÞ
Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
�2ξT ðkÞ ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �T
λl ~Ad;ilηðzÞ

� �8<
:

9=
;

r
Xw
i ¼ 1

hiðsðkÞÞdMξT ðkÞX lξðkÞ

þ2ξT ðkÞ Yl� ~Ailþ ~Ad;il

� �T
λl ~Ad;il

� � Xk�1

z ¼ k�dðkÞ
ηðzÞ
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þ
Xk�1

z ¼ k�dM

ηT ðzÞZηðzÞ;

which should be a substitute for a part of the RHS of (12).
For V2, the difference can be expressed as

ΔV2 ¼
Xk

v ¼ k�dðkþ1Þþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ�
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkÞ
ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ

¼ ξT ðkÞQξðkÞ�ξT ðk�dðkÞÞQξðk�dðkÞÞ

þ
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkþ1Þþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ�
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkÞþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ ð13Þ

where it can be derived that

Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkþ1Þþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ

¼
Xk�dm

v ¼ k�dðkþ1Þþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞþ
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dm þ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ

r
Xk�dm

v ¼ k�dM þ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞþ
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dðkÞþ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ

Then, it is obtained that

ΔV3 ¼
X�dm þ1

n ¼ �dM þ2

ξT ðkÞQξðkÞ�ξT ðkþn�1ÞQξðkþn�1Þ

¼ ðdM�dmÞξT ðkÞQξðkÞ�
Xk�dm

v ¼ k�dM þ1

ξT ðvÞQξðvÞ

and

ΔV4 ¼
X�1

n ¼ �dM

ηT ðkÞZηðkÞ�ηT ðkþnÞZηðkþnÞ

¼ dMηT ðkÞZηðkÞ�
Xk�1

v ¼ k�dM

ηT ðvÞZηðvÞ ð14Þ

As indicated in (11) that

ηðvÞ ¼ ξðvþ1Þ�ξðvÞ
It is easy to achieve

ηðkÞ ¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞ ð ~Ail� IÞξðkÞþ ~Ad;ilξðk�dðkÞÞþ ~BiluðkÞ
n o

Furthermore, (14) can be rewritten as

ΔV4 ¼ dM
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞ ξT ðkÞ ~Ail� I
� �T

KTZKð ~Ail� IÞξðkÞ


þ2ξT ðkÞ ~Ail� I
� �T

KTZK ~Ad;ilξðk�dðkÞÞ

þ2ξT ðkÞ ~Ail� I
� �T

KTZK ~BiluðkÞ

þξT ðk�dðkÞÞ ~AT
d;ilK

TZK ~Ad;ilξðk�dðkÞÞ

þ2ξT ðk�dðkÞÞ ~AT
d;ilK

TZK ~BiluðkÞ

þuT ðkÞ ~BT
ilK

TZK ~BiluðkÞ
o
�

Xk�1

v ¼ k�dM

ηT ðvÞKTZKηðvÞ

Under zero input condition, one has

ΔV ¼ΔV1þΔV2þΔV3þΔV4rδT ðkÞΠδðkÞ

where

δðkÞ ¼ ξT ðkÞ ξT ðk�dðkÞÞ
h iT

Π ¼
X
i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞ
Π11þμl Π12

n Π22

" #

μl ¼ �PlþdMXþY lKþKTYT
l þðdM�dmþ1ÞQ

Π11 ¼ ~A
T
ilλl ~AilþdM ~Ail� I

� �T
KTZKð ~Ail� IÞ

Π12 ¼ ~A
T
ilλl ~Ad;ilþdM ~Ail� I

� �T
KTZK ~Ad;il�Yl

Π22 ¼ ~A
T
d;ilλl ~Ad;ilþdM ~A

T
d;ilK

TZK ~Ad;il�Q

λl ¼
X
m ¼ 1

g

πlmPm

By employing Schur complement on (9) in Theorem 1, it can be
obtained that Πo0, which implies ΔVo0. Then the error system
is guaranteed to be asymptotically stable. Now, we are ready to
establish the H1 performance for the error system (4). Under zero
initial condition, we consider the following performance index:

J ¼
X
k ¼ 0

1
eT ðkÞeðkÞ�γ2uT ðkÞuðkÞ� �

Since have Vðk; rkÞj k ¼ 0 ¼ 0, V ðk; rkÞj k ¼ 1Z0 under zero initial
condition,

Jr
X
k ¼ 0

1
eT ðkÞeðkÞ�γ2uT ðkÞuðkÞ� �þVðk; rkÞj k ¼ 1�Vðk; rkÞj k ¼ 0

¼
X
k ¼ 0

1
eT ðkÞeðkÞ�γ2uT ðkÞuðkÞþΔV ðk; rkÞ
� �

¼
X
k ¼ 0

1
δT ðkÞ uT ðkÞ
h i X

i ¼ 1

w

hiðsðkÞÞΛ
" #

δðkÞ
uðkÞ

" #

where

Λ11 ¼ ~A
T
ilλl ~AilþdM ~Ail� I

� �T
KTZKð ~Ail� IÞþ ~C

T
il
~Cilþμl

Λ12 ¼ ~A
T
ilλl ~Ad;ilþdM ~Ail� I

� �T
KTZK ~Ad;ilþ ~C

T
il
~Cd;il�Yl

Λ13 ¼ ~A
T
ilλl ~BilþdM ~Ail� I

� �T
KTZK ~Bilþ ~C

T
il
~Dil

Λ22 ¼ ~A
T
d;ilλl ~Ad;ilþdM ~A

T
d;ilK

TZK ~Ad;ilþ ~C
T
d;il

~Cd;il�Q

Λ23 ¼ ~A
T
d;ilλl ~BilþdM ~A

T
d;ilK

TZK ~Bilþ ~C
T
d;il

~Dil

Λ33 ¼ ~B
T
ilλl ~BilþdM ~B

T
ilK

TZK ~Bilþ ~D
T
il
~Dil�γ2I

Note that (9) in Theorem 1 ensures that Jo0, which means (5) in
Definition 2 is satisfied. Therefore, the error system is said to be
stochastically stable with a prescribed H1 performance index. This
completes the proof. □

Remark 1. It should be noticed that the conservativeness of the
stability conditions for FMJSs tightly depends on the Lyapunov
functions that are chosen. In order to make the results in terms of
stability analysis less conservative, we introduce an improved
quadratic Lyapunov functional candidate drawing on the SQLF in
[39]. Obviously, the positive definite matrices Q and Z are mode-
independent on different models of the Markovian jumping
processes. For the sake of further decreasing the conservativeness
of the stability conditions, we may try to construct fuzzy Lyapunov
functions and choose mode-dependent matrices Q(l) and ZðlÞ,
which will be relatively challenging to obtain due to the coupling
problems between them.
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3.2. H1 model order reduction based on projection approach

In this section, we aim to utilize the projection approach, which
has been introduced in Lemma 4 to conduct the model reduction
analysis. Now, we are ready to present one of our main results.

Theorem 2. Consider the fuzzy Markov jump error system with
time-delay which is shown in (4). If there exist matrices Q40, X40,
Z40, Pl40, lAT, and matrices Yl , lAT, satisfying

�KϖlK
T 0 KAil KAd;il KBil

n �d�1
M Z�1	 
T

KðAil� IÞ KAd;il KBil

n n μl �Yl 0
n n n �Q 0
n n n n �γ2I

2
66666664

3
77777775
o0 ð15Þ

�λl 0 0 λlAilK
T λlAd;ilK

T

n �d�1
M Z 0 ZKðAil� IÞHT ZKAd;ilH

T

n n � I C ilH
T Cd;ilH

T

n n n HμlH
T �HYlH

T

n n n n �HQHT

2
666666664

3
777777775
o0 ð16Þ

λlϖl ¼ I ð17Þ
Then the error system (4) is said to be stochastically stable with a
prescribed H1 performance index γ.

Furthermore, if the aforementioned inequalities are solvable,
then the system matrices of the desired reduced-order model can
be given as

ηil ¼
Âil Âd;il B̂il

Ĉ il Ĉ d;il D̂il

2
4

3
5

with

ηil ¼Uþ
lRΨ ilV

þ
L þΦil�Uþ

lR UlRΦilVLV
þ
L

where

Ψ il ¼ �Π �1
il UT

lLΛilV
T
R VRΛilV

T
R

� ��1
þΠ �1

il Ξ1=2Lil VRΛilV
T
R

� ��1=2

Λil ¼ UlLΠ
�1
il UT

lL�Wil

� ��1
40

Ξil ¼Π il�UT
iLðΛil�ΛilV

T
R VRΛilV

T
R

� ��1
VRΛilÞUL40

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
In the aforementioned equations, Φil, Πil and Lil are matrices that
have appropriate dimensions and satisfy Π il40, JLil Jo0, and

Wil9

�λl 0 0 λlAil λlAd;il λlBil

n �d�1
M Z 0 ZðAil� IÞ ZAd;il ZBil

n n � I C il Cd;il Dil

n n n μl �Y l 0
n n n n �Q 0
n n n n n �γ2I

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

ð18Þ

μl ¼ �PlþdMXþYlþYT
l þðdM�dmþ1ÞQ

Ail9
Ail 0n�t

0t�n 0t�t

" #
; Ad;il9

Ad;il 0n�t

0t�n 0t�t

" #

Bil9 BT
il 0q�t

h iT
; Cil9 Cil 0p�t

� �
; Cd;il9 Cd;il 0p�t

� �

Dil9Dil; M19
0n�t 0n�p

It�t 0t�p

" #
; M29 0p�t � Ip�p

h i
ð19Þ

N19
0n�t 0n�t 0n�q

It�t 0t�t 0t�q

" #T
; N29

0n�t 0n�t 0n�q

0t�t It�t 0t�q

" #T

N39 0q�t 0q�t Iq�q

h iT

Ul9 MT
1λ

T
l MT

1ZT MT
2 0ðtþpÞ�ðnþ tÞ 0ðtþpÞ�ðnþ tÞ 0ðtþpÞ�q

h iT
V9 0ð2tþqÞ�ðnþ tÞ 0ð2tþqÞ�ðnþ tÞ 0ð2tþqÞ�p N1 N2 N3

� �T ð20Þ

Proof. According to the matrices that are defined in Theorem 2,
~Ail, ~Ad;il, ~Bil, ~Cil, ~Cd;il and ~Dil can be rewritten with the following
form:

~Ail9AilþM1ηN1

~Ad;il9Ad;ilþM1ηN2

~Bil9BilþM1ηN3

~Cil9C ilþM2ηN1

~Cd;il9Cd;ilþM2ηN2

~Dil9DilþM2ηN3

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
Now, (9) in Theorem 1 can be rewritten as

WilþUlηilVþ UlηilV
	 
T o0 ð21Þ

The definition of W, Ul, lAT and V in (21) can be found in (18) and
(20). Then we need to find an appropriate solution to the
orthogonal complement matrices of U and V, respectively. For
computational convenience, we choose

U?
l ¼

Kλ�1
l 0 0 0 0 0

0 Z�1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 I

2
6666664

3
7777775
; VT? ¼

I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð22Þ
As indicated in Lemma 4, (21) is solvable for η if and only if

U?
l WilU

?T
l o0; VT?WilV

T?T o0 ð23Þ
By expanding the inequalities in (23), sufficient conditions for the
reduced-order model are obtained as follows:

�λ�1
l 0 Ail Ad;il Bil

n �d�1
M Z�1	 
T

Ail� I Ad;il Bil

n n μl �Yl 0
n n n �Q 0
n n n n �γ2I

2
66666664

3
77777775
o0 ð24Þ

�λl 0 0 λlAil λlAd;il

n �d�1
M Z 0 ZðAil� IÞ ZAd;il

n n � I C il Cd;il

n n n μl �Yl

n n n n �Q

2
66666664

3
77777775
o0 ð25Þ

and the definition of λl and μl is shown in Theorem 2.
Thus, it is indicated in (17) that λ�1

l ¼ϖl. Therefore, inequal-
ities (24) and (25) are equal to (15) and (16), respectively. In
addition to this, if the conditions (24)–(25) are able to be satisfied,
an admissible solution to the system matrices of the reduced-
order model can be achieved by utilizing the equalities given in
Lemma 4, which completes the proof. □

In Theorem 2, sufficient conditions for the existence of H1
model reduction for discrete-time fuzzy Markov systems are
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presented. It is noted that the obtained solvability conditions in
Theorem 2 are presented in the form of strict LMIs due to the
existence of matrix equality λlϖl ¼ I. To solve the non-convex
problem, it is suggested to introduce cone complementarity
algorithm (CCL), which has been proved to be relatively effective
to address similar problems [40,41]. Using the CCL algorithm, it is
able to transform the non-convex feasibility problem that is shown
in (17) into the following sequential optimization problem:

Minimize tr
X
lAT

ϖl

X
mAT

πlmPm

� �

subject to ð15Þ and ð16Þ and inequality

ϖl I

I
P

mATπlmPm

" #
Z0

for any lAT: ð26Þ

If and only if the optimal solution to (26) satisfies tr ðϖl
P

mAT

πlmPmÞ ¼ nþt, then solution is admissible by following the given
algorithm:

CCL algorithm for H1 model reduction for fuzzy Markov systems
with time-varying delays.

Step 1: Find a feasible set (ϖ0;P0 ), where ϖ0 ¼ ðϖ10;ϖ20;

…;ϖg0Þ , and P0 ¼ ðP10; P20;…; Pg0Þ. It should be noted that the set
of (ϖ0;P0) must satisfy (15), (16) and (26).

Step 2: Assume ϖk ¼ ðϖ1k;ϖ2k;…;ϖgkÞ and Pk ¼ ðP1k; P2k;

…; PgkÞ, set k¼0, then define

f kðϖ; PÞ9
X
lAT

g X
mAT

g

πlm trðϖlkPmþϖlPmkÞ

subject to (15), (16) and (26). Denote f n as the optimal value of
f kðϖ; PÞ.

Step 3: If f n converges to 2ðnþtÞ, specifically if (23) holds with

f n�2ðnþtÞ
�� ��oδ

for any sufficiently small scalar δ40, then exit.
Step 4: If k4K, which is defined to be the upper bound of the

iteration steps, exit. Then we say that we fail to find a reduced
order for the original system. Otherwise, set k¼ kþ1 and go to
step 2.

Remark 2. It should be noticed that the orthogonal complement
solutions of matrices V, Ul, lAT that are mentioned in Theorem
2 are unnecessarily unique. In other words, more than one set of
orthogonal complement matrices of V, Ul, lAT can be obtained for
analysis. But in practice, it is required to find the most appropriate
solution which ensures less conservativeness of the result.
Furthermore, for the sake of calculational simplicity, the solutions
should have less complex elements. Therefore, it is relatively
challenging for us to find the optimal orthogonal complement
matrices for the main results due to multiple choices for U?

l and
V ? . In the future, more attention should be paid to this work to
further lower the conservativeness of our results and the complex-
ness of the calculation and simulation.

It is noted that the presented conditions in Theorem 2 are not
all in LMI forms, which mean that it will be difficult to be solved
merely using original non-convex methods. Therefore, an effective
optimization method should be introduced to address the mini-
mization problem involving LMI constraints.

For the sake of computational simplicity, our purpose focuses
on finding less-complex models for the original systems. There-
fore, for the set of systems in which time-delay matrices are not
very significant, the following reduced-order model (26) can be
utilized to approximate the original systems. The error system is
also presented with the same form as (4). However, the definitions

of the system matrices are slightly different:

~Ail ¼
Ail 0

0 Âil

" #
; ~Ad;il ¼

Ad;il 0
0 0

� �
; ~Bil ¼

Bil

B̂il

" #

~Cil ¼ Cil � Ĉ il

h i
; ~Cd;il ¼ Cd;il 0

h i
; ~Dil ¼Dil�D̂il

x̂ðkþ1Þ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ Âilx̂ðkÞþ B̂iluðkÞ

h i

ŷðkÞ ¼ P
i ¼ 1

w
hiðsðkÞÞ Ĉ ilx̂ðkÞþD̂iluðkÞ

h i
8>>><
>>>:

ð27Þ

Now we are ready to present the corollary which is based on
Theorem 2 for the time-delay free cases.

Corollary 1. Consider the fuzzy Markov jump error system with
time-delay in (4). If there exist matrices Q40, X40, Z40, Pl40,
lAT, matrices Yl, lAT, satisfying (15), (17) and (29), then there
exists an admissible delay-free model with reduced-order, which is
shown in (27). Moreover, if the reduced-order model is admissible,
the system matrices of the delay-free model in the form of (27) can be
obtained as

ηil ¼
Âil B̂il

Ĉ il D̂il

" #
ð28Þ

with

ηil ¼ Uþ
lRΨ ilV

þ
L þΦil�Uþ

lR UlRΦilVLV
þ
L

where

Ψ il ¼ �Π �1
il UT

lLΛilV
T
R VRΛilV

T
R

� ��1
þΠ �1

il Ξ1=2Lil VRΛilV
T
R

� ��1=2

Λil ¼ UlLΠ
�1
il UT

lL�Wil

� ��1
40

Ξil ¼Π il�UT
iLðΛil�ΛilV

T
R VRΛilV

T
R

� ��1
VRΛilÞUL40

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
In the aforementioned equations,Φil,Πil and Lil are matrices that have
appropriate dimensions and satisfy Π il40, JLil Jo0, W, V, Ul, lAT

are with the forms in (18), (19) and (20) with matrices defined as

M19
0n�t 0n�p

It�t 0t�p

" #
; M29 0p�t � Ip�p

h i

N19
0t�n It�t

0q�n 0q�t

" #
; N29

0t�n 0t�t

0q�n 0q�t

" #
; N39

0t�q

Iq�q

" #

�λl 0 0 λlAil λlAd;il

n �d�1
M Z 0 ZðAil� IÞ ZAd;il

n n � I C il Cd;il

n n n μl �Yl

n n n n �Q

2
66666664

3
77777775
o0 ð29Þ

Proof. The proof details are similar to those in the proof of
Theorem 2. Since V is differently defined here, U?

l are still given
in (22) while we choose

VT? ¼

I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0

2
6666664

3
7777775

where K is defined in (19). The rest part of the proof, which has
similar procedure with the proof of Theorem 2, is omitted for
brevity. □
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4. Simulation example

In this section, a set of numerical examples is presented in
order to verify the effectiveness and the feasibility of the model
reduction approach proposed in this paper.

Consider the T–S fuzzy Markov jump systemwith time-varying
delays in (2) with the following model matrices:

A11 ¼

�0:17 0:18 0:33 0:22
0:14 �0:48 �0:53 0:45
�0:13 �0:31 �0:07 �0:22
�0:34 0:40 0:04 0:26

2
6664

3
7775;

A12 ¼

�0:14 0:13 0:21 0:18
0:21 �0:42 �0:49 0:37
�0:33 �0:29 �0:06 �0:27
�0:46 0:35 �0:03 0:38

2
6664

3
7775

A21 ¼

0:16 0:07 �0:02 0:20
0:43 �0:36 0:52 �0:04
�0:07 �0:31 �0:04 �0:10
�0:17 0:40 0:03 0:29

2
6664

3
7775;

A22 ¼

0:14 0:11 �0:05 0:17
0:08 �0:30 0:61 �0:10
�0:06 �0:27 �0:09 �0:13
�0:11 0:65 0:15 0:30

2
6664

3
7775

Ad11 ¼

0:20 0:30 0:10 �0:10
0:10 0:20 �0:10 0
0:15 0:25 0:20 0:10
0 �0:20 0:15 0:20

2
6664

3
7775;

Ad12 ¼

0:30 0:60 �0:10 �0:20
0:10 0:20 �0:10 0:20
�0:10 0 0:20 0:10

0 0:10 0 0:20

2
6664

3
7775

Ad21 ¼

0:20 0:20 0 �0:10
0:05 0:20 �0:10 0
0:15 0:30 0:20 0:10
0 �0:20 0:1 0:15

2
6664

3
7775;

Ad22 ¼

0:20 0:10 0 �0:10
0:10 0:20 �0:05 0
0:10 0:05 0:20 0:10
0 �0:10 0:10 0:20

2
6664

3
7775

B11 ¼ 0:19 �0:31 �0:15 0:16½ �T ; B12 ¼ 0:25 �0:33 0:22 �0:26½ �T

B21 ¼ 0:24 �0:36 0:46 �0:18½ �T ; B12 ¼ 0:25 �0:33 0:22 �0:26½ �T

C11 ¼ 1:50 0:71 0:18 �0:70½ �; C12 ¼ 1:40 0:66 0:14 �0:89½ �
C21 ¼ 1:00 0:95 0:10 �1:39½ �; C22 ¼ 1:35 0:85 0:15 �0:90½ �
Cd11 ¼ 0:2 0:4 �0:4 0:8½ �; Cd12 ¼ 0:3 �0:3 0:1 0:5½ �
Cd21 ¼ 0:2 �0:5 0:6 1:5½ �; Cd22 ¼ 0:1 �0:7 0:4 1:4½ �
D11 ¼ 1:9; D12 ¼ 1:4; D21 ¼ 1:5; D22 ¼ 1:0

In these matrices, the first integer of the subscript represents
the Markovian jumping process, while the second integer stands
for the number of IF–THEN rules. We assume that the transition
probability with respect to the Markovian jumping process is
totally known for computation convenience, and the transition
probability matrix is supposed to have the following form:

TP¼ 0:58 0:42
0:34 0:66

� �

Our objective here is to find an appropriate system model with
reduced order in the form of (3) such that the resulting model

error system is guaranteed to be stochastically stable in the sense
of H1 error performance scalar γ. Consider the aforementioned
systemwith known system matrices and transition probability, we
aim to obtain the reduced-order models with order 3 and 2,
respectively, which will be further used to make comparison in
terms of their accuracy. By utilizing the proposed method based on
projection approach, the detailed results are listed as follows:

Case 1: With reduced order t¼3, the system matrices are
achieved as follows:

Â11 ¼
�0:3405 �0:3343 1:1584
0:2056 �0:3709 0:0538
�0:8230 �0:2052 0:5532

2
64

3
75;

Â12 ¼
�0:7620 �0:6415 0:7517
0:3722 �0:3160 0:1369
�0:6762 0:3188 0:4663

2
64

3
75

Â21 ¼
�0:4723 �0:2909 1:1379
0:2469 �0:2914 0:1443
�0:5530 �0:5012 0:3485

2
64

3
75;

Â22 ¼
�0:4960 �0:5449 0:9486
0:1992 �0:2907 0:1104
�0:5853 0:1368 0:3921

2
64

3
75

Âd11 ¼
�0:1456 0:3172 �0:0051
0:5269 0:4420 �0:3544
0:3759 �0:0286 0:0927

2
64

3
75;

Âd12 ¼
�0:3405 �0:3343 1:1584
0:2056 �0:3709 0:0538
�0:8230 �0:2052 0:5532

2
64

3
75

Âd21 ¼
�0:3405 �0:3343 1:1584
0:2056 �0:3709 0:0538
�0:8230 �0:2052 0:5532

2
64

3
75;

Âd22 ¼
�0:3405 �0:3343 1:1584
0:2056 �0:3709 0:0538
�0:8230 �0:2052 0:5532

2
64

3
75

B̂11 ¼
�0:2405
�0:0826
�0:0192

2
64

3
75; B̂12 ¼

�0:1953
0:0919
�0:0520

2
64

3
75;

B̂21 ¼
�0:3167
�0:0747
0:0485

2
64

3
75; B̂22 ¼

�0:2787
0:0763
�0:0073

2
64

3
75

Ĉ11 ¼ 0:2610 0:4712 �0:2301½ �; Ĉ12 ¼ 0:3176 0:3638 �1:9199½ �
Ĉ21 ¼ 0:3076 0:2202 �0:9245½ �; Ĉ22 ¼ 0:2587 0:4694 �0:2180½ �
Ĉ d11 ¼ 0:0416 �0:1407 0:0825½ �; Ĉ d12 ¼ �0:5381 �0:2129 0:3005½ �

Ĉ d21 ¼ �0:3723 �0:1645 0:2107½ �; Ĉ d22 ¼ �0:2925 �0:0639 0:1146½ �

D̂11 ¼ 2:0791; D̂12 ¼ 1:8581; D̂21 ¼ 2:3307; D̂22 ¼ 2:0952

Case 2: With reduced order t¼2, the system matrices are achieved
as follows:

Â11 ¼
�0:4056 0:1631
0:3052 �0:0989

� �
; Â12 ¼

�0:5684 0:2313
0:4067 �0:3044

� �

Â21 ¼
�0:6038 0:4667
0:1106 �0:3538

� �
; Â22 ¼

�0:4483 �0:3082
0:4532 0:2391

� �

Table 1
H1 error performance index of the systems with different orders.

Order t¼2 t¼3

γn 1.3725 1.1372
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Âd11 ¼
�0:3106 �0:5457
0:1335 0:8080

� �
; Âd12 ¼

0:4220 �0:9105
0:2046 1:0199

� �

Âd21 ¼
0:1583 �1:1231
0:2409 0:9430

� �
; Âd22 ¼

0:1821 �1:0857
0:1991 1:3236

� �

B̂11 ¼
0:4439
�0:1501

� �
; B̂12 ¼

0:0809
�0:0411

� �
;

B̂21 ¼
0:3964
�0:1253

� �
; B̂22 ¼

0:1154
�0:0781

� �

Ĉ11 ¼ �1:0324 �0:4527½ �; Ĉ12 ¼ �0:7737 0:2492½ �
Ĉ21 ¼ �1:4451 �0:3572½ �; Ĉ22 ¼ �0:8315 0:1923½ �
Ĉ d11 ¼ 0:9036 �0:1959½ �; Ĉ d12 ¼ 1:3505 �0:5199½ �
Ĉ d21 ¼ 0:6016 �0:6495½ �; Ĉ d22 ¼ 0:8780 �0:6204½ �
D̂11 ¼ 2:0159; D̂12 ¼ 1:8021; D̂21 ¼ 2:5573; D̂22 ¼ 1:9402

The obtained H1 error performance scalar γ is arranged in Table 1.
From Table 1 it is seen that the obtained result with model order
t¼3 has more satisfactory performance than that with model
order t¼2 in terms of approximating the original system.

Remark 3. It is sensible to summarize that the approximating
performance of the reduced order model will decrease by further
reducing the order of the reduced-order model. In other words,
the less order the reduced model has, the worse the performance
of the new system will be obtained. However, due to limited
samples in terms of systems with different orders listed in Table 1,
it is not rigorous to draw this conclusion. Therefore, it is suggested
to conduct more detailed simulation that involves more different
system orders for comparison to verify whether this proposition is
correct or not.

Furthermore, in order to show the detailed performance of the
obtained system with reduced order, initial condition is assumed
to be zero, i.e. ξðkÞ ¼ ½xT ðkÞ x̂T ðkÞ�T ¼ 0. The membership functions
are set as

h1ðx1ðkÞÞ ¼ 0:6 sin ðx1ðkÞÞþ0:4
h2ðx1ðkÞÞ ¼ �0:6 sin ðx1ðkÞÞþ0:6

(

The input signal is supposed to be with the following form:

uðkÞ ¼
0:5e�0:1k sin ð0:5kÞ; 11rkr151
0:2 sin ð0:7kÞ; 202rkr290
0; otherwise

8><
>:

The maximum value of the time-varying delays is assumed to be
dmax ¼ 5.

In Fig. 1, it indicates the output trajectories of the original
system (the green line), the reduced system with order t¼3 (the
red dotted line) and the reduced system with order t¼2 (the blue
dashed line), respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the output errors between
the original system and the reduced-order systems with different
orders.

Due to the nature of the Markovian jumping process, the
output error lines fluctuate dramatically, which makes it difficult
to make comparison between the two reduced-order models in
terms of the accuracy. Therefore, an index called ratio of error
energy to disturbance energy is defined as an auxiliary perfor-
mance analysis method. The output error energy is defined as

EðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk

z ¼ 1 eT ðzÞeðzÞ
q

, while disturbance energy is denoted by

UðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk

z ¼ 1 uT ðzÞuðzÞ
q

. Then the ratio of error energy to distur-

bance energy can be calculated as YðkÞ ¼ EðkÞ=UðkÞ. In Fig. 3 the ratio
Y(k) of the obtained three-order system and the two-order system is
presented. From the figure it is easily seen that in most of the time
span the ratio of the three-order system (depicted by blue solid line)
is less than that of the two-order system (depicted by green dashed
line), which has the same trend as expected. It further illustrates that
the three-order system has better performance in terms of precisely
approximating the original system model.

Fig. 1. Output trajectories of the original system and the reduced systems with
different orders. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 2. Output errors between the original system and the reduced systems with
different orders.

Fig. 3. Output trajectories of the original system and the reduced systems with
different orders. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Table 2
The ratio Y(k) of the systems with different time-delay upper bounds.

dmax 5 10 15 20 25

γnðt ¼ 2Þ 0.3703 0.4085 0.4341 0.4767 0.4810
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In addition to this, it is worth analyzing the effect of time-
varying delays with different upper bounds, since it is widely
acknowledged that unbounded time delays may render the
response oscillating or even lead to instability of the system. In
the simulation, we present the output errors of the two-order
systems with different upper time delay boundaries. It should be
mentioned that the lower bounds in terms of time delay for all the
systems are set as dmin ¼ 0 for computational convenience, and the
values should be properly adjusted in order to accommodate
different systems in future study. With given time-delay span,
the time delay is randomly generated for simulation. To end this,
the values of the ratio Y(k) at the final sampling time of the system
response with different time-delay upper bounds are presented in
Table 2 to demonstrate the effect on output errors caused by
different time delay intervals more explicitly. From Table 2 it can
be concluded that with the increase of the time-delay upper
bound, the performance index will become larger gradually, which
means the approximating accuracy of the corresponding reduced-
order system will decrease to some extent.

Remark 4. It is important to mention that the ratio Y(k) varies
slightly for each independent test, since the system matrices at
each sampling time for different tests are not necessarily the same
due to the Markov process. As a result, the ratio Y(k) may not grow
uniformly with the increase of the time-delay upper bound in one
single test, which may lead to biased conclusion. Therefore, the
values given in Table 2 are the expectation values of the ratio Y(k)
by repeating the simulation process. Furthermore, it is advised to
conduct the simulation as many times as possible in order to
ensure the analysis to be unbiased.

5. Conclusion

An H1 model reduction problem for discrete-time T–S fuzzy
Markov jump system has been studied in this paper. Based on
Lyapunov–Krasovskii function and some useful techniques with
respect to matrix inequality, a delay-dependent sufficient condi-
tion for the H1 asymptotic stability of the fuzzy Markov jump
error system is presented via a set of LMIs. By employing the
projection approach, model reduction algorithm is derived to solve
the model reduction problem. Moreover, CCL algorithm is intro-
duced to address the non-convex problem generated in the model
reduction technique. Finally, a numerical example is provided to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed model reduction
method.
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